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Abstract
A growing revolution is under way in the teaching of introductory science to undergraduates. It is driven by concerns about American competitiveness as well as results from recent educational research, which explains why traditional teaching approaches in large classes fail to reach many students and provides a basis for designing improved methods of instruction. Discipline-based educational research in the life sciences and other areas has identified several innovative promising practices and demonstrated their effectiveness for increasing student learning. Their widespread adoption could have a major impact on the introductory training of biology students.
DEFINING THE CHALLENGE

Two principal forces are generating momentum for a revolution in the way biology and other sciences are taught in high schools, colleges, and universities (DeHaan 2005). First, there are deep concerns about American international competitiveness, amid indications that the U.S. is doing a relatively poor job at retaining and training students in the science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) disciplines (DoE 2000, NAS 2004). Too many talented students get the impression from introductory courses that science is simply a collection of facts to be memorized and consequently drop out of STEM majors with little understanding of what science is all about (Seymour & Hewitt 1997). For students who do major in life sciences, there is concern that future research biologists are being inadequately trained (NRC 2003, AAMC-HHMI 2009).

The second driving force for reform is recent research from educators and cognitive scientists into how students learn. This research, discussed further below, provides strong evidence that the traditional teaching methods employed in most secondary-school and undergraduate introductory courses are far from optimal for promoting student learning. Alternative research-based teaching methods have been developed and shown to be more effective, and a small but growing number of informed STEM faculty and administrators are pushing for their adoption.

Beyond the general findings about how students learn, there is now a substantial body of discipline-based educational research (DBER) dealing with teaching and learning of specific STEM disciplines. This review refers to some of the more important general findings on how students learn, but it primarily highlights results and applications from recent DBER and,
more specifically, life sciences education research. It focuses on teaching and learning for undergraduates, particularly in large courses, where innovation is most needed.

**HISTORY AND CURRENT STATE OF DISCIPLINE-BASED EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH**

DBER grew out of the efforts of physicists in the mid-1980s, who discovered that most undergraduate students in their introductory courses were gaining only very superficial knowledge from traditional methods of instruction (Halloun & Hestenes 1985, Hestenes et al. 1992). Rather than integrated conceptual understanding and creative problem solving, students were learning fragmented factual information and rote problem solving methods, while retaining many misconceptions about physical phenomena. To gain some measure of student understanding, physicists developed the Force Concept Inventory (FCI), a simple multiple-choice test of basic concepts and common misconceptions about Newtonian physics of everyday events written in simple language and requiring no sophisticated mathematics (Hestenes et al. 1992). By administering the FCI at the beginning and the end of an introductory course, instructors could obtain a measure of gains in student conceptual learning. They could then experiment with different instructional approaches and test them for efficacy. These physicists showed that adopting a small number of nontraditional promising practices in course design and implementation could substantially increase student learning gains. Many DBE researchers doing this work are practicing scientists trained in their disciplines who have also learned educational research methods and taken up DBER as a sideline. Some schools of education have added DBER practitioners trained as educators to their faculties. In addition, some university science departments, particularly in physics but increasingly in other STEM disciplines, now include staff or tenure-track DBE researchers (NAS 2005) and are beginning to offer graduate training and degrees in DBER.

DBER is published in a variety of education journals, some general and some that are discipline-specific, sponsored by STEM professional societies. A few scientific journals, including Nature, Science, PLoS Biology, and Genetics, have also begun publishing DBER articles, generally in an education section. Table 1 lists some of the more widely read general and discipline-specific educational journals that publish DBER in life sciences.

**HOW STUDENTS LEARN**

New ideas about teaching and learning began to receive public attention in the 1960s. Popular iconoclasts such as Holt (1964, 1967) and Kozol (1967), building on earlier ideas (Dewey 1916, Ausubel 1963), pointed out the shortcomings of passive learning environments for learners of all ages and advocated instead more student-centered, open classrooms that promoted active learning through hands-on experience, by doing rather than by simply listening, reading, and watching. These writers, considered radicals in their time, articulated ideas about optimal conditions for meaningful learning that have since been tested and validated by a large body of educational research. Also during the past three decades, advances in cognitive science have begun to elucidate the neural activities and synaptic changes that accompany learning. Results of research in both education and cognition were reviewed in the seminal National Research Council (NRC) report How People Learn: Brain, Mind, Experience, and School (NRC 1999).
Table 1  A partial list of journals that publish life sciences education research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General scientific journals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLoS Biology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education journals (sponsored by professional societies)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advances in Physiology Education, 2001- (Amer. Physiol. Soc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microbiology Education Journal (Amer. Soc. Microbiol.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment (Ecol. Soc. Am.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General education journals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Biology Teacher (Natl. Assoc. Biol. Teach.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biocene: Journal of College Biology Teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Journal of the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of College Science Teaching (Natl. Sci. Teach. Assoc.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For additional journal listings, see Dolan (2007).

Open access.

Higher standards: Research articles require assessment and outcome evidence for efficacy of a new course or intervention rather than simple descriptions of practice.

Constructivist: the view that individual learners must build their own knowledge structures, from experience and instruction, on a foundation of prior knowledge.

Formative assessment: frequent, ongoing testing, usually during class, with the goal of monitoring understanding and providing feedback rather than judging performance.

Summative assessment: high-stakes testing at the end of an instructional unit or course to judge student performance, e.g., mid-term and final exams.

Major conclusions from this research can be summarized as follows:

- Learning involves the elaboration of knowledge structures in long-term memory. According to this constructivist view of education (Dewey 1916; Ausubel 1963, 2000), effective instruction must begin at the level of a student's prior knowledge (which may include misconceptions). New information unrelated to prior knowledge is difficult to learn and remember.

- No two learners are the same: Learners differ in previous experience, previous instruction, preferred styles of learning, family background, cultural background, and so on. Diversity is an asset for collaborative work because different members of a group bring different perspectives and skills to bear, but it can hamper learning for some students unless the level and mode of instruction are appropriate for all.

- Learning is promoted by frequent feedback, that is, ongoing testing of new knowledge as students are acquiring it. Educators call this formative assessment, as opposed to summative assessment, which refers to high-stakes exams given after an extended period of instruction. Formative assessment provides valuable feedback to both instructor and students: Do students understand the concept just presented or discussed? Can they transfer this understanding to apply the concept in a new situation?

- Effective learning requires awareness and questioning of one's own learning process: How well do I understand this? What information do I need to understand it better? What do I not understand yet? Do I understand it well enough to transfer it, that is, apply it to a new situation? Educators call this awareness metacognition.
Learning is enhanced in a community of learners who value the knowledge that is being learned. In early childhood this community is the family; at the university it could be a group of students working together to solve a problem or complete a research project.

Learning changes the structure of the brain, and the extent of change increases with the degree of complexity, stimulation, and emotional involvement in the learning environment (Zull 2002). Active learning, in which a student’s levels of motivation, curiosity, and attention are high, for example during a group effort to solve an intriguing problem, will be better retained than learning from relatively passive activities such as reading a text or listening to a lecture.

Learning in a particular area of knowledge such as life sciences can be viewed as a continuum from novice to expert status, along which we would like to help our students progress. The knowledge of an expert constitutes a coherent structure into which new concepts can easily fit and from which relevant information can be efficiently retrieved. In contrast, new knowledge for the novice often appears to be a collection of unrelated facts, which are difficult to memorize and retain. In other words, experts see and make use of meaningful patterns and relationships in the information they possess, whereas novices cannot.

APPLICATION TO THE COLLEGE CLASSROOM

These general conclusions apply to teaching and learning of STEM disciplines at the undergraduate level:

- Effective instruction must build on students’ prior knowledge (which may include misconceptions that require correction).
- Instructors should be aware of the student diversity in their classrooms and use a variety of teaching modes to optimize learning for all students.
- Classes should include frequent formative assessment to provide feedback to both instructors and students.
- Students should be encouraged to examine and monitor their own understanding of new concepts, for example, by explaining these concepts to their peers.
- Students should be encouraged to work cooperatively and collaboratively in small groups.
- In order to bring about the neurological changes that constitute learning, students should spend time actively engaged with the subject matter, for example, discussing, diagramming, solving problems, working on a research project, etc., in addition to or in place of listening passively to a lecture, reading the textbook, or consulting Web sites.

Most undergraduate college STEM classes, particularly in large introductory courses, are not designed around these principles, and it can be argued that this is one reason for the high attrition rates and generally superficial learning among introductory students in STEM disciplines. Educators have shown that effective instruction requires not only disciplinary content knowledge, for example, expertise in life sciences, but also pedagogical content knowledge, that is, understanding of and ability to apply known educational principles. Because graduate and postdoctoral training in STEM disciplines seldom includes any instruction in pedagogical practice, most university faculty are unaware of new knowledge about learning that could make their teaching more effective. Therefore, they simply teach the way they were taught in large classes, by traditional lecturing. We need to improve the way we teach undergraduates. The remainder of this article discusses evidence that applying the above principles to college classrooms can make a difference in how much and how well our students learn.
EVIDENCE THAT RESEARCH-BASED TEACHING AT THE COLLEGE LEVEL INCREASES STUDENT LEARNING

Our best undergraduates, sometimes with little help from faculty, develop learning skills that incorporate the above principles, allowing them to progress toward expert knowledge regardless of how we teach them. However, many students, for whom studying means highlighting phrases in their textbooks and memorizing disconnected facts, fail to develop effective learning skills and consequently learn very little. Is there evidence that changes in teaching practices at the college level can significantly enhance student learning?

Physicists were the first to obtain such evidence, using the Force Concept Inventory (FCI; Hestenes et al. 1992) described above. The FCI became nationally accepted among physics instructors during the 1990s as a way to gauge student learning of Newtonian mechanics. Administering the FCI as a pre-test at the start of a course and then again as a post-test at the end yielded a raw learning gain for each student. For comparison of students with different levels of incoming knowledge, each raw gain was divided by the maximum possible gain for that student to arrive at a percentage normalized gain: $<g> = \frac{100(\text{post-test score} - \text{pre-test score})}{(100 - \text{pre-test score})}$.

In attempts to increase the generally low normalized gains seen in traditional introductory courses, physics education researchers transformed their courses with new teaching approaches following the principles described above: more class time devoted to active learning, more group problem solving, frequent formative assessment, and so on. They carried out controlled studies, for example, the same instructor teaching the same syllabus through traditional lectures in one semester and then using the new approaches in the following semester (e.g., Beichner 2008). Study after study indicated that students in the transformed courses substantially outperformed those in traditional courses. In a compelling landmark meta-analysis combining data from many such studies, Hake (1998) showed that for a sample of over 6000 students in 55 introductory physics courses nationwide, the average learning gains were nearly twice as high in transformed courses as in traditional courses.

Other STEM disciplines have lacked widely accepted assessment instruments comparable to the FCI until recently (see below). Nevertheless, several studies using some form of pre- and post-testing have also yielded results showing the greater efficacy of transformed courses. In the life sciences, an early study from the University of Oregon showed that students in the traditional introductory course learned substantially less than students in a workshop biology course, in which lecturing was almost entirely replaced by student group problem solving and other projects during class time (Udovic et al. 2002). Knight & Wood (2005) showed in a quasi-controlled study that even an incremental change, substituting 30–40% of lecturing during class time with more engaging student-centered activities (described below), led to increases in normalized learning gains averaging about 30% in a large upper-division developmental biology course. Similar results have been reported in large introductory biology courses (e.g., Smith et al. 2005, Armstrong et al. 2007, Freeman et al. 2007).

Clearly, concept inventories in life sciences would be valuable for continuation of this research (Garvin-Doxas et al. 2007) and several have recently been published for various subdisciplines including general biology (Klymkowsky et al. 2003), genetics (Bowling et al. 2008, Smith et al. 2008), and natural selection (Anderson et al. 2002). Libarkin (2008) has compiled a comprehensive current listing and comparison of concept inventories in STEM disciplines.

PROMISING PRACTICES FOR INCREASING STUDENT LEARNING

Many college faculty use Socratic dialog and student-centered group work in small classes
and seminars, but they believe there is no alternative to lecturing when confronted with hundreds of students in an auditorium with fixed seats. However, innovative instructors pursuing DBER have developed and tested alternative teaching approaches that prove to be substantially more effective than traditional lectures. This research has identified several promising practices for transforming large classes in ways that enhance student learning and conceptual understanding (reviewed in Handelsman et al. 2007). Froyd (2008) has introduced a useful rating of promising practices based on two criteria: (a) practicality of implementation (breadth of applicability to STEM courses, freedom from resource constraints, ease of transition for instructors) and (b) evidence for efficacy in promoting increased student learning (from strongest evidence, i.e., multiple high-quality comparison studies, to weakest evidence, i.e., descriptive application studies only). The following paragraphs, summarized in Table 2, compare these practices with their counterparts.

Table 2  Comparison of traditional practices with corresponding research-based promising practices for nine aspects of large course design and implementation in STEM disciplines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course aspect</th>
<th>Traditional practice</th>
<th>Research-based promising practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Content organization</td>
<td>Prepare a syllabus describing the topics that the instructor will present in class.</td>
<td>Formulate specific student learning objectives, in the form of &quot;after this course, students will be able to...&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Student organization</td>
<td>Most student work is done individually and competitively.</td>
<td>Most student work is done cooperatively in small groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Feedback</td>
<td>Grading based primarily or entirely on summative assessments, i.e., midterm and final exams</td>
<td>Feedback to instructor and students provided continually through in-class formative assessments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. In-class learning activities</td>
<td>Instructor transmits information by lecturing. Some questions may be posed to students, but only a small subset of the class is likely to participate in discussion</td>
<td>All students spend most or all class time engaged in various active-learning activities (see text) facilitated by instructors and TAs. These activities also provide formative assessment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Out-of-class learning activities</td>
<td>Students read the text and may do assigned homework to practice application of concepts previously presented in class</td>
<td>Students read and do assigned homework on new topics and post results online for the instructor to review before the class on those topics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Student-faculty interaction in class</td>
<td>Students are expected to accept the teaching mode chosen by the instructor and to infer how they should study and what they should learn from the instructor’s lectures and assignments.</td>
<td>Instructor explains the pedagogical reasons for the structure of course activities to encourage student buy-in, and explicitly and frequently communicates the course learning goals to students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Student-faculty interaction out of class</td>
<td>Students must initiate out-of-class interaction with each other and with the instructor, e.g., by coming to office hours.</td>
<td>Instructor facilitates interaction with and among students by setting up online chat rooms, encouraging group work on homework assignments, and communicating with students electronically.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Use of teaching assistants (TAs)</td>
<td>TAs grade assignments and exams and may conduct recitation sessions to demonstrate problem solving methods or further explain lecture material.</td>
<td>TAs receive some initial instruction in basic pedagogy and serve as facilitators for in-class group work and tutorial sessions for small student groups to work out problems on their own.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Student laboratories</td>
<td>Students carry out exercises that demonstrate widely used techniques or verify important principles by following a prescribed protocol (&quot;cookbook labs&quot;).</td>
<td>Students are required to solve a research problem, either defined (e.g., identify an unknown) or more open-ended (e.g., determine whether commonly used cosmetic products are mutagenic), and learn necessary experimental techniques and concepts in the process (inquiry-based labs).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In traditional instruction and rate them on Froyd’s two criteria. The practices are organized under nine aspects of course organization.

Instructor-centered: designed around the knowledge the instructor wishes to transmit to students; focused on the instructor’s teaching process

Student-centered: designed around the needs, abilities, prior knowledge, and diversity of students; focused on the student’s learning process

MCAT: medical college admission test

Content Organization: The Syllabus versus Specific Learning Goals

The difference between preparing a course syllabus and formulating learning objectives is more profound than it may appear (Allen & Tanner 2007). The typical syllabus is instructor-centered; it lists the topics on which the instructor will lecture and assign out-of-class work, but it gives students little information about the level of understanding they should strive for or the skills they are to learn. In molecular biology, for example, the process of transcription can be understood at many levels, which are generally not distinguished in a syllabus. In contrast, learning objectives are student-centered and more explicit; they describe what a successful student should be able to do at the end of the course or unit. For example, students should be able to “name the principal enzyme that catalyzes transcription,” “explain the nucleotide sequence relationships between the two strands of the template DNA and the RNA transcription product,” “diagram a step in the elongation of an RNA transcript showing the local nucleotide sequences and strand polarities of both DNA strands and the RNA,” or “predict the consequences for the transcription process if one of the four nucleoside triphosphates is unavailable.”

The learning objectives above demand different levels of understanding. A half century ago, the American educator Benjamin Bloom developed a convenient scheme for classifying these levels (Bloom & Krathwohl 1956), which became known as Bloom’s taxonomy of the cognitive domain (Figure 1). Each of Bloom’s six levels of understanding can be associated with verbs appropriate for a learning goal at that level. For example, the ability to name an enzyme or describe a process requires only memorization of the relevant information (level 1), whereas ability to predict an outcome (level 3) or defend a principle based on evidence (level 6) require deeper conceptual understanding. The verbs employed (Figure 1) describe an action or ability that can be assessed by asking students to carry it out. Importantly, statements such as “students should understand,” “appreciate,” or “be aware of” are inappropriate learning objectives because their achievement cannot be tested without more explicit performance-based criteria. Because lower Bloom’s levels are easier to assess with multiple-choice and short-answer exams, many instructors in large STEM courses neither demand nor test for higher levels of understanding. In a survey of over 500 final exams from a variety of introductory undergraduate and medical school biology courses, most questions were rated at Bloom’s levels 1 and 2, and questions on the Medical College Admissions Test (MCAT) and Graduate Record Examination (GRE) ranked only slightly higher (Zheng et al. 2008). Another ongoing research study on assessment in introductory biology courses indicates that the overwhelming majority of test items on final exams are Bloom’s level 1 (D. Ebert-May, personal communication). Because most students learn at the level assessed on summative exams, it is small wonder that they derive only superficial knowledge from such courses. Instructors can remedy this situation by aiming for higher Bloom’s levels in formulating course learning goals and assessing student knowledge with appropriately challenging questions on exams (Crowe et al. 2008).

Course design around learning goals follows the principle of backward design (Wiggins & McTighe 1998). The instructor first formulates broad learning goals for students in the course and then more specific learning objectives. Once these are defined, she designs assessments (both formative and summative) to test for their achievement. Only then does she choose the most appropriate text or other reference materials and plan the learning activities in and outside of class that will most effectively lead to fulfillment of the objectives. At the start of the course, she will explicitly apprise students of the learning objectives, which may include rubrics (Allen & Tanner 2006) demonstrating
Figure 1
Bloom’s levels of understanding. Originally termed Bloom’s taxonomy of the cognitive domain, this schema defines six levels of conceptual understanding according to the intellectual operations that students at each level are capable of (Bloom & Krathwohl 1956). The italicized verbs have been added to the original hierarchy; they indicate performance tasks that test achievement of learning goals at each level. Fine distinctions in the hierarchy are difficult, and some educators prefer to classify goals on only three levels: low (1, 2), medium (3, 4), and high (5, 6). (Based on Allen & Tanner 2002.)

Figure 2
Schematic comparison of standard and backward course design.
understanding and require that students demonstrate achievement of these goals on exams and other course work.

**Student Organization: Individual versus Group Work**

Organizing students into small groups for in-class and out-of-class work can transform the course experience from competitive to collaborative, allow students to learn from each other as well as from instructors, and help to involve students who might not otherwise become actively engaged with the course content (Tanner et al. 2003). Groups can collaborate on regular homework assignments, longer-term projects such as researching a topic and developing a poster presentation, and in-class work if the course includes problem solving and other active learning activities during class time.

The implementation rating for group organization is lower than for learning objectives, because it involves additional instructor effort and decision making regarding, for example, how to form effective groups, facilitate their function, and help students develop collaborative skills (for specific references, see Froyd 2008). With regard to efficacy, much research in social science has shown that groups in general are more effective at complex problem solving than individuals (e.g., Brophy 2006) and that a group’s effectiveness increases with the diversity of its members (Cox 1993, McLeod et al. 1996, Guimera et al. 2005). Comparative studies and meta-analyses provide strong evidence that group work in STEM courses contributes to increased student learning (e.g., Johnson et al. 1998, Springer et al. 1999). There is additional evidence in connection with in-class active learning in groups, discussed in the context of practice 4 below.

There are also other arguments for encouraging group work. With the increasing popularity of distance learning, the opportunity for student collaborative intellectual endeavor is one of the major advantages that resident universities can provide, and these universities should exploit it. As Astin (1993) concluded in his book of the same name, *What Matters in College* are the relationships students build with each other and with their instructors. Moreover, the development of group-work skills is important in preparing students for the real world. When students who are comfortable with the traditional individual and generally competitive learning mode object to group work, the instructor can point out that when they join the workforce, they will probably be part of a team whose members they did not choose and that they need to learn how to work effectively with a group as an important part of their education.

**Feedback: Summative versus Formative Assessment**

One of the key aspects of effective instruction identified in *How People Learn* (NRC 1999) is feedback to students during the learning process. Traditional courses provide feedback by returning graded homework and exams to students, often too late to be of optimal use because the class has moved on to other topics. In contrast, in-class formative assessment provides immediate feedback to both students and instructors on how well a concept under discussion is being understood. The results can be eye-opening, particularly for instructors who are considered engaging and effective lecturers, when they find that only a fraction of their students have understood a seemingly lucid explanation (see Hrepic et al. 2007). Students may be surprised as well because the concept as presented may have seemed clear until they were asked to explain or apply it. But most important, awareness of a problem in understanding allows the class to address it immediately and in context when it is most meaningful to students.

In the 1990s, the physicist Eric Mazur began to obtain this kind of feedback by posing to his class multiple-choice questions (“ConcepTests”) that required application of the concept under discussion (Mazur 1997, Crouch & Mazur 2001). Initially, students indicated their choices by a show of hands or by holding up different colored cards. More recently the audience response devices known
as clickers, developed originally for TV game shows, have made this kind of formative assessment more convenient and powerful (Wood 2004, Caldwell 2007, Bruff 2009). Each student has a clicker, generally with five buttons labeled A–E, and a receiver is connected to the instructor's computer. When students answer a multiple-choice question using the clickers, their answers are recorded electronically, and a histogram of the results is displayed to the instructor and, eventually, to the class. How the instructor can respond to this information is discussed in the following section on active learning, but the benefits for formative assessment are clear: Student responses are independent and anonymous, responses are recorded for later analysis by the instructor if desired, problems with understanding are immediately apparent, and the class can address these problems on the spot.

Frequent quizzes can also serve as formative assessment, and research has shown that taking tests after studying leads to significantly more learning than studying alone (Karpicke & Roediger 2008, Klionsky 2008). Moreover, the results of quizzes (and in-class concept questions) are valuable to the instructor in designing appropriate exam questions for future summative assessments. Another kind of formative assessment is the “one-minute-paper” (Angelo & Cross 1993, Stead 2005), in which students are asked to write down and hand in anonymously a brief statement of what they found most difficult and what they found most interesting during the preceding class. This exercise encourages immediate reflection on the part of students and informs the instructor of possible problems. Students can also be asked to comment, positively or negatively, about general aspects of the course. Additional types of formative assessment are considered in the following section on in-class active-engagement activities. Any activity that requires students to apply concepts just discussed can provide useful feedback about conceptual understanding to both students and instructors.

The ease of implementing formative assessment is high; instructors do not need to change the way they teach to obtain occasional feedback during class, although the results of such feedback may well change their teaching approaches as discussed further below. Clickers are an added expense for students who generally purchase a clicker at the bookstore and can resell it if they wish at the end of the course (Barber & Njus 2007). With regard to evidence for efficacy, formative assessment is generally coupled with in-class activities and so cannot be easily evaluated in isolation. Studies demonstrating the value of both these practices in combination are discussed in the following section.

**In-Class Learning Activities: Listening and Note-Taking versus Active Engagement**

In large STEM classes, the traditional learning activity is the lecture. Even students who are paying close attention to the lecturer are engaged primarily in the passive recording of information with little time for reflection. There is compelling evidence from all STEM disciplines that replacing some or all lecturing with in-class activities that actively engage students can substantially increase their learning gains. Of the promising practices reviewed here, this one, especially when combined with practice 2, students working in groups, and practice 3, frequent formative assessment, has produced the most impressive improvements in study after study. Many possible in-class activities—brainstorming, reflection followed by discussion with a neighbor and reporting to the class (“think-pair-share”), concept mapping, group problem solving, and more—are well described in the excellent book *Scientific Teaching* (Handelsman et al. 2007) and in the series of features titled “Approaches to Biology Teaching and Learning” by D. Allen & K. Tanner in the online journal *CBE-Life Sciences Education* (Allen & Tanner 2002; 2003a,b; 2005). Table 3, adapted from Handelsman et al. (2007), compares the traditional lecture presentation of a few topics with corresponding active-learning alternatives.
**Table 3** Comparisons between presentation of topics in traditional lecture format and corresponding active learning activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Passive lecture</th>
<th>Active class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Differential gene expression</td>
<td>Every cell in an organism has the same DNA, but different genes are expressed at different times and in different tissues. This is called differential gene expression.</td>
<td>If every cell in an animal has the same DNA, then how can cells of different tissues be so different? Discuss this question with your neighbor and generate a hypothesis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA structure and replication</td>
<td>Complementary base pairing is the basis for the mechanism of DNA replication.</td>
<td>What do you know about the structure of DNA that suggests a mechanism for replication? Think about this for a minute and then discuss it with your neighbor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data analysis and interpretation</td>
<td>Based on the data shown in this slide, researchers concluded that <em>Snarticus inferensis</em> is the causal agent of the disease.</td>
<td>Consider these data from the experiment I just described. Which of the following conclusions can you draw from them? Think about it for a minute, and then we will take a vote and discuss the results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology and society</td>
<td>Many people have concerns about genetically modified organisms (GMOs). Some of these concerns are well founded, and others are not. You have to decide for yourself.</td>
<td>I would like to split the class into two groups. One group will brainstorm about the potential benefits of GMOs and the other about possible harmful consequences. Then we will have a debate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In-class concept questions, particularly when used with clickers, can be a powerful active learning tool. When a challenging multiple-choice concept question is presented to the class and the initial response is about evenly split between the correct choice and one or more incorrect choices (distracters), a teachable moment occurs: Students may be amused or surprised, but they want to know who is right and who is wrong, and they have become emotionally involved (Wood 2004). Rather than revealing the correct answer or trying to explain the concept again, the instructor, if interested in promoting active learning, should ask the students to discuss their answers in small groups, trying to convince their neighbors of the correct choice. Following a few minutes of discussion, the instructor calls for another vote, and almost invariably, the majority of students will now choose the correct answer, which is then revealed and discussed. Students are often better able than the instructor to identify flawed reasoning by their peers and convince them of the correct reasoning. Mazur named this phenomenon peer instruction in his delightful book of the same name (Mazur 1997, Crouch & Mazur 2001). It could be argued that less knowledgeable students are simply influenced during discussion by peer pressure from neighbors they perceive to be more knowledgeable, but a recent study indicates that, on the contrary, students are actually learning during the discussion, even when no one in a group initially knows the correct answer (Smith et al. 2009).

Clicker questions, to be effective, must be conceptual and challenging. Ideally they should include distracters based on known student misconceptions, and they should assess higher Bloom’s levels of understanding (Modell et al. 2005, Lord & Baviskar 2007, Crowe et al. 2008). Writing good questions is challenging but essential; questions that simply test factual recall of recently presented information do not engage students and are of little pedagogical use. Clicker questions are also not helpful if the instructor, after the initial vote, simply indicates the correct answer and then moves on. Student discussion before revealing the correct answer as well as after is key to learning. For additional guidance on writing good clicker questions and their effective use, see Beatty et al. (2006), Wieman et al. (2008), and Bruff (2009).

Clicker questions generally pose well-defined, discrete problems that are directly related to the immediate class content. Other valuable problem-based activities can be based on larger, more open-ended questions that groups of students may work on for a larger fraction of the class period and continue outside of class (see following section). But all
are examples of building instruction around student engagement with a problem, rather than around a body of factual information. Prince & Felder (2007) have contrasted deductive teaching—transmitting facts, abstract concepts, and finally (maybe), discussing their application to real-world problems—with inductive teaching—posing a real-world problem to students at the start, and letting them uncover the relevant concepts and facts in the process of solving it. When teaching is deductive, student motivation to learn facts and concepts is often primarily extrinsic, driven by desire to obtain a good grade, and the instructor must try to keep students engaged with assertions that this knowledge will be important in their future studies or careers. By contrast, when teaching is inductive, the students are presented with a real-world scenario (relevant to the particular group of students being taught) that they are likely to find interesting, and their motivation is intrinsic, based on desire to find a solution. Inductive approaches have been given a variety of labels including inquiry-based, problem-based, project-based, case-based, question-driven, and discovery learning (reviewed in Prince & Felder 2007). Their scope can range from a series of related clicker questions in a single class period (Beatty et al. 2006) to a complex problem requiring several weeks of work, in which new information is provided in response to requests from students for data or results of specific experimental tests. Disease-related, problem-based, and case-based activities, in which students are presented with a set of symptoms and asked to arrive at a diagnosis, are used extensively in medical education (Albanese & Mitchell 1993).

Instructors who wish to introduce more active learning into their classes may confront several problems. Implementing this mode of teaching can involve more up-front effort than the promising practices discussed above. Although designing a new course around the active learning model may require no more effort than preparing the lectures for a new traditional course, transforming a traditional course requires the additional work of creating effective in-class activities and formative assessments. Another problem is that traditional auditorium-style classrooms with fixed seating are poorly suited for interactive group work. A few institutions have installed large classrooms with café-style seating, which greatly facilitates student-centered teaching (see Beichner 2008), and more such classrooms are needed to encourage course transformation. A final problem, perhaps most difficult for some instructors, is that teaching effectively in the new mode requires both a willingness to let go of some control in the classroom and a change in perspective from instructor-centered teaching to student-centered learning. Instructors must give up the widely held transmissionist view that students must be told everything they need to know and instead realize that not only are students in a stimulating and supportive environment capable of learning a great deal on their own (the constructivist viewpoint), but that they must develop this ability in order to become either successful scientists or well-informed citizens.

Balanced against the above potential difficulties is the clear evidence from DBER that moving toward more active learning in a more student-centered classroom can substantially increase student learning gains. And complete restructuring is not necessary; even incremental changes can have a significant effect (e.g., Knight & Wood 2005). Other evidence from the life sciences has been mentioned (Udovic et al. 2002, Armstrong et al. 2007, Freeman et al. 2007), and additional references can be found in Froyd (2008).

Out-of-Class Learning Activities: Instructor versus Student Responsibility for Learning

A frequent concern of instructors contemplating introduction of clickers and other active-learning activities into their classrooms is that they will no longer be able to cover all the necessary content. First of all, this may not be a bad thing. More coverage does not necessarily mean more learning, and it can be argued that deep student understanding of a few important
concepts is more valuable than superficial exposure to many concepts. Nevertheless, the content issue is real because it can affect student preparation for subsequent courses and standardized tests such as the MCAT. A solution to this dilemma lies in placing more of the responsibility on the students themselves for learning basic concepts, and again, recent technology makes this solution more practical. Using an approach that physicists have called Just-in-Time Teaching (JiTT) (Novak et al. 1999), students are assigned reading and required to submit homework online to a course Web site before a topic is considered in class. The instructor can then scan the results (sampling randomly if the class is large), determine which concepts students seem to have grasped on their own, and then focus activities in the upcoming class on concepts they found difficult. Students may resist taking this responsibility, but again, learning to do so is essential preparation for later advanced study as well as for the real world, where one cannot expect to receive a lecture whenever a new concept must be learned. An extension of JiTT, which may be more palatable to students, is the inverted classroom approach (Lage et al. 2000). Students are provided in advance of class with access to podcasts of a PowerPoint lecture by the instructor or some other multimedia presentation that serves the information transmission function of the traditional in-class lecture. Class time can then be devoted to clicker questions, solving problems, interpreting data, or other active learning activities without concerns about decreased content coverage.

The implementation of these approaches is quite simple using the Internet and one of the Web-based course management programs that are now available at most universities to instructors of large classes. Many faculty have reported not only increased student learning with these methods but also strong endorsement by students once they realized how much they were learning (e.g., Klionsky 2004, Silverthorn 2006).

In general, the practice of assigning homework is underutilized in teaching biology. Homework may not be of much help for assimilating factual information but, in transformed courses designed to help students achieve higher Bloom’s levels of understanding, homework assignments that require students to practice applying concepts, solving problems, predicting outcomes, analyzing data, and designing experiments can be an invaluable supplement to similar in-class exercises. In addition to more traditional forms of homework, interactive simulations (e.g., http://phet.colorado.edu/index.php) and educational video games (Mayo 2009) seem likely to become increasingly useful as out-of-class learning activities.

Student-Faculty Interaction in Class: Making Pedagogy Explicit

Many students, who have become comfortable with traditional instruction, may object to the new teaching approaches and the demands that are placed on them in transformed courses: more responsibility for learning outside of class, the need to attend class regularly, the emphasis on group work, refusal of the instructor to tell them all the things they need to know, and so on. The best way to confront these objections, in the author’s experience as well as in the literature (e.g., Silverthorn 2006), is to encourage buy-in by being open with students about the pedagogical reasons for new approaches and the benefits they bring. For example, the instructor can spend a few minutes introducing the concept of Bloom’s levels and remind students that the skills likely to determine their success in graduate work and the job market correspond to levels 3–6, not levels 1 and 2 (Figure 1). Instructors can show students evidence from DBER that group work and active learning can substantially increase learning gains and point out, as mentioned above, that these activities will better prepare them for life in the real world. But instructors should also be sympathetic and supportive of students struggling with these changes, because students, like instructors, must shift their perceptions about teaching and learning in order to succeed with the new instructional approaches (Silverthorn 2006).
The active learning activities discussed above greatly increase the amount of student-faculty interaction in comparison with traditional lecture settings. Use of clickers with peer instruction, in particular, is an easy way to move classes from one-way transmission of information to interactive dialogs between instructor and students, and between students, with instructional benefits that have been documented by research as described in the preceding paragraphs.

**Student-Faculty Contact Out of Class: Office Hours versus Enhanced Communication**

Umbach & Wawrzynski (2005) cite several studies showing that, in general, student learning is enhanced by increased student-faculty contact, suggesting that faculty, as time permits, should provide more opportunities for interaction than simply holding office hours for those (often few) students who will make use of them. Additional interactions can include brief get-acquainted visits by invitation to the instructor’s office or, for larger courses, virtual communication through emails to the class, moderated discussion forums, or use of social networking Web sites. Aside from requiring some additional faculty time, this practice is easy to implement and its efficacy is supported by the studies referenced above.

**Use of Teaching Assistants: Grading and Recitation versus Facilitation of Student Learning**

Many instructors of large STEM courses have help from one or more teaching assistants (TAs), whose principal tasks are grading of homework and exams and perhaps conducting recitation sessions to go over lecture material and solutions to homework problems. If TAs are made part of the course transformation process and given minimal pedagogical training (e.g., reading of Handelsman et al. 2007), they can serve as valuable facilitators in class for discussion of clicker questions or group work on problems. In addition, they will have gained a new kind of teaching experience that can serve them well in the future if they should go on to become faculty themselves. Many institutions, for example those involved in the Center for the Integration of Research, Teaching, and Learning (CIRTL) Network (http://www.cirtl.net/), provide such training to STEM graduate students in Preparing Future Faculty programs (e.g., Miller et al. 2008). This practice is quite easy to implement, and research to evaluate its efficacy is in progress at the author’s institution and elsewhere (personal communications).

**Student Laboratories: Cookbook Exercises versus Inquiry**

As one solution to the problem of inadequate STEM education for undergraduates, the Carnegie Foundation’s Boyer Commission Report (Boyer 1998) recommended that research universities integrate their research and teaching missions by involving more students in the process of research. In traditional “cookbook labs” associated with many large introductory lecture courses, students perform prescribed exercises in which they may learn some laboratory techniques but generally gain little understanding of scientific inquiry. At the other end of the lab experience spectrum (see Figure 3), some undergraduates become apprentices in faculty laboratories, learning how science is done by working alongside graduate students and postdocs on research projects that often result in publication. Although this experience is highly desirable, most departments can provide it to only a fraction of their majors. Between these extremes, some departments have developed a variety of inquiry-based laboratory courses designed to introduce large numbers of students to the process of research (reviewed in Weaver et al. 2008). These courses range from guided inquiry labs to open-ended group research projects that may result in publications by undergraduates (e.g., Hanauer et al. 2006). Faculty who supervise these courses often design them to yield results that can contribute directly to their own research programs.
Implementation of inquiry-based courses in place of traditional labs may require additional resources including more extensive training for TAs. Although Froyd (2008) rates this promising practice low in terms of evidence for efficacy, several studies, in addition to the two cited above, have shown that engagement of students with real research problems is one of the most effective ways to move students along the path from novice to expert (Nagda et al. 1998, Lopatto 2004, Luckie et al. 2004, Seymour et al. 2004). Compared to students who experience only traditional lab courses, reported benefits to students in inquiry-based curricula include deeper understanding of content, increased confidence in their ability to understand and perform science, more positive attitudes about science, and lower attrition rates. These gains are particularly evident among underrepresented minority students (Nagda et al. 1998, Russell et al. 2007). Thus, the benefits of this promising practice can include not only increased student learning and higher retention of students in the major (especially if inquiry-based labs are introduced early in the curriculum) but also contributions to faculty research.

CONCLUSION: THE DUAL FUNCTIONS OF BIOLOGY EDUCATION

There are two important purposes for the introductory biology courses we teach. One is to attract, motivate, and begin preparing the next generation of biologists including the research stars of the future. The other is to help the large majority of our students who will not become biologists or even scientists to achieve minimum biological literacy and to understand the nature of science, the importance of empirical evidence, and the basic principles that underlie biological systems. They will need this knowledge as twenty-first century citizens of the United States and the world to make intelligent decisions about issues such as personal health, conflicting claims in the media, energy policy, climate change, and conservation of natural resources.

Traditional teaching methods do not prevent the progress of superior students from introductory courses to upper-level courses to graduate training, where they may become experts in their fields and develop into skilled researchers. But the traditional methods fail the majority of students who leave our introductory courses viewing biology as a large collection of disconnected facts that have little relevance to their daily lives and will soon be forgotten. Part of the problem, as described in this review, lies not in what we teach these students (though this is also a concern; see NRC 2003, AAMC-HHMI 2009) but in how we teach it. We must do better! Widespread adoption of the research-based promising practices described here will help.
SUMMARY POINTS

1. We must improve the undergraduate teaching of biology and other STEM disciplines to remain competitive in the global economy and educate American citizens adequately.

2. Recent research in educational psychology, cognitive science, and neurobiology has yielded important new insights into how people learn and the optimal conditions for learning.

3. Discipline-based educational research (DBER) has led to the development of teaching approaches based on these insights (promising practices) and has provided extensive evidence that these approaches can be substantially more effective than traditional lecturing even in large classes.

4. These promising practices vary in their ease of implementation but even their partial adoption can lead to significant gains in student learning.

5. Applying these promising practices widely in STEM classes can have a major impact on better preparing our undergraduate biology students for their future endeavors.
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